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Fusion Signs 3-Year Agreement to Provide Cloud
Solutions to Affiliate of Major National Non-Profit
Organization
Fusion's Cloud Communications Solutions Increase Productivity While Reducing Capital
Expenditures and Overall Spend

NEW YORK, NY -- (Marketwired) -- 03/02/16 --  Fusion (NASDAQ: FSNN), a leading provider of cloud services,
announced today that an East Coast affiliate of a major national non-profit organization has signed a three year
agreement with Fusion to migrate its voice communications systems to the cloud. A key reason for the non-profit
organization's selection was Fusion's ability to improve productivity while lowering costs, which will enable the non-
profit to devote more of its budget to its mission. 

"Fusion is focused on meeting the needs of non-profit organizations by providing cost-effective cloud solutions that
lower both upfront costs and ongoing operating expenses. We were able to significantly reduce the capital
expenditures for this organization by building in Fusion's equipment as part of the solution," said Russell P.
Markman, Fusion's President of Business Services. 

"This new customer is an affiliate of a major national non-profit organization, and we are excited about the
opportunity to potentially expand our relationship to serve 200 other affiliates across the country. Effective
communications tools are mission critical for non-profits to enable them to stay connected with the people they
serve and with key stakeholders including donors. Fusion is uniquely positioned to meet the needs of national
organizations with our advanced, proprietary nationwide cloud network," continued Mr. Markman.

About Fusion

Fusion, a leading provider of integrated cloud solutions to small, medium and large businesses, is the industry's
single source for the cloud. Fusion's advanced, proprietary cloud service platform enables the integration of leading
edge solutions in the cloud, including cloud communications, cloud connectivity, and cloud computing. Fusion's
innovative, yet proven cloud solutions lower our customers' cost of ownership, and deliver new levels of security,
flexibility, scalability, and speed of deployment. For more information, please visit www.fusionconnect.com.
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